
Physical Education Credit Flexibility Overview

Your proposal will need to cover all five standards in order to fulfill requirements and meet committee
approval. This form is an overview - you might need to refer to the Ohio Department of Education’s
detailed packet describing the five standards as you work through this experience. ODE's Credit
Flexibility Plan.   Options of tasks, suggestions/examples and the rubric of how you will be assessed are
offered in this link to assist you in meeting these standards and compiling appropriate evidence in your
portfolio.  You will be evaluated as Advanced (3), Proficient (2), Limited (1) or Non Participatory (0) on
each standard. We suggest you read through this entire overview before submitting your
application. You can also reach out to the Credit Flex Chairs - Heather Peebles and Allen Banks with
any questions.   They are closely partnered with the Upper Arlington High School’s Physical Education
teaching staff.  This planning tool/rubric ODE PE Standards and Benchmarks may also assist you as you
begin your experience.

A physically literate individual….
STANDARD ONE – demonstrates competency in motor skills & movement patterns needed to
perform a variety of physical activities. Make sure to provide details on both of the two
benchmarks detailed below.

BENCHMARK A: Select 1 of 3 options detailed below. Submit completed skill template,
timesheet, evidence and mentor form.

Demonstrate five specialized skills or movement patterns for your chosen option. You may use one sport
or a variety of sports.

● For each specialized skill, be sure to explain 2 critical elements of how you successfully execute
the skill.  Complete and turn in the skill template.

● Keep track of your time spent.  Students can use their own style of logging or can choose to use
this log/timesheet.  If you use this sheet, make a copy and enter your own information as you
work.

● With your skill template and timesheet, also submit evidence (hard copy or digital)  - video
demonstrations, written knowledge demonstration and/or a reflective journal.

● Students will also submit a mentor form completed by an adult other than a parent.  The mentor
form is available on line and can be shared with your mentor at the conclusion of your
experience.

Option 1 - Specialized movement in health related fitness activities.   Weight training - basic and
advanced.  If you choose this option, your documentation of evidence will show how the specialized skills
will need to be performed fluidly and with proper technique. Basic - may include machine weights, single
movement free weight, or various singular movements.  For example, shoulder raises, leg presses,
hamstring curls, machine bicep curls, or cable flies. Advanced - may include free weights with multiple
critical element variables, a combination of movement with equipment or complexity in critical elements of
movements that involve multiple limbs or coordination of multiple body segments.  For example, kettlebell
swings, full squats, dumbbell flies, or dumbbell bicep curls.

http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Physical-Education/Physical-Education-Credit-Flexibility/CRED-FLEX.pdf.aspx
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Physical-Education/Physical-Education-Credit-Flexibility/CRED-FLEX.pdf.aspx
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Physical-Education/Physical-Education-Credit-Flexibility/PE-Credit-Flexibility-Worksheets.pdf.aspx
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10YAmYqEdmds1scM4DukV-bSvXCyYJMqbu3sVkVH9sjk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10YAmYqEdmds1scM4DukV-bSvXCyYJMqbu3sVkVH9sjk/edit?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/61h1hac3MkxiVrLB6


Option 2 - Specialized locomotor (physical action that propels an individual from one place to another -
may mean moving forward, backward or even upwards using certain skills) skills in individualized
performances or outdoor activities.  Could include gymnastics, figure skating, track and field, inline
skating, wrestling, self-defense, swimming, snowboarding, skiing, rock climbing, mountain biking or
skateboarding.  Three basic skills and two advanced skills will need to be performed fluidly and with
proper technique.  To demonstrate advanced skills, you will need to show a complex skill such as the
butterfly or complete the skill in a performance such as a race, or use a discrete specialized skill, such as
turning a freestyle into a flip turn.

Option 3 - Demonstrate movement patterns and dance. A movement sequence is a series of
movements done in succession with smooth transitions between movements.  If you choose this option,
you will demonstrate five specialized movement patterns in rhythm across more than one dance.

BENCHMARK B: Select 1 of 4 detailed below.  Submit completed skill template, timesheet, and
evidence.
Demonstrate three specialized skills for these options in authentic, small-sided, full-sided game settings.
You may use one sport or a variety of sports.

● For each specialized skill, be sure to explain 3 critical elements of how you successfully execute
the skill.  Complete and turn in the skill template.

● Keep track of your time spent.  Students can use their own style of logging or can choose to use
this log/timesheet.  If you use this sheet, make a copy and enter your own information as you
work.

● With your skill template and timesheet, also submit evidence (hard copy or digital)  - video
demonstrations, written knowledge demonstration and/or a reflective journal.

Option 1 - Invasion games.  Invasion games are team games in which the purpose is to invade the
opponent’s territory while scoring points and keeping the opposing team’s points to a minimum, and all
within a certain time period.  These include sports where the ball is being carried or caught across a line,
thrown or shot at a target, or struck with a stick or foot into a specific target area.  Examples are
basketball, field hockey, football, hockey, lacrosse, rugby, soccer, frisbee golf and or water polo.
Examples of specialized skills include sending or receiving an object, footwork, speed and agility,
dribbling, shooting, dodging, traveling in multiple directions, changing speeds, etc.  Consistency of form
for all skill aspects, as well as power, accuracy and/or trajectory of the object should be considered in the
application of the skills.

Option 2  - Net/wall games. Net-wall games refer to any of several sports where a net is a standard part
of the game, and usually separates the opponents, or players or players hit a ball or a bird toward a wall.
Examples are tennis, badminton, volleyball, pickleball, table tennis, racquetball, and squash.  If you
choose this option, your documentation of evidence should show your development and execution of
specialized skills - examples include serving, striking, volleying, lobs, smash, back set, spike and down
ball.   Consistency of form for the skill aspects, as well as power, accuracy, and/or trajectory of the object
should be considered in the application of the skills.

Option 3 - Striking-Fielding games. Striking-fielding games are activities in which players score points
by striking an object with a manipulative object and running to designated playing areas or prevent
opponents from scoring by retrieving the object and returning it to stop play.  Examples include baseball,
softball and cricket. Kickball does not count for this option.   If you choose this option, your documentation
of evidence should show your development and execution of specialized skills - examples include base
running, fielding and catching, throwing with velocity and accuracy) and striking/batting/hitting to a specific

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10YAmYqEdmds1scM4DukV-bSvXCyYJMqbu3sVkVH9sjk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10YAmYqEdmds1scM4DukV-bSvXCyYJMqbu3sVkVH9sjk/edit?usp=sharing


area.  Consistency of form for the skill aspects, as well as power, accuracy, and/or trajectory of the object
should be considered in the application of the skills.

Option 4 - Target games. Target games are individual or team activities in which players send an object
toward a target while avoiding obstacles and they can be opposed or unopposed.  Examples include
croquet, golf, archery, bocce, curling, shuffleboard, bowling, cornhole or horseshoes.  If you choose this
option, your documentation of evidence should show your development and execution of specialized skills
- examples include eye hand accuracy, ability to control aim and accuracy, target protection,
throwing/sending/rolling/propelling speed and accuracy, and fine/gross motor ability to alter flight or path
of the object.

STANDARD TWO – demonstrates understanding of movement concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical
activities.
Document or journal your mastery of learning in this area.

1.) In order to successfully complete this standard, you will need to understand biomechanical
principles.  Please investigate and document with a works cited page that includes at least three
sources your understanding of the critical elements of the skill and biomechanical principles that
impact performance (force, stability, angles, rotation) in your chosen activity.

2.) What were your original goal(s) - you might want to select one short term and one long term goal.
For example, try a new workout, more mileage, gain strength, work on flexibility, build muscle.
Where did you meet your goals and why do you think you were able to do so?  Describe what
your own weakness or strength might be in the specific goal(s) you have chosen?  What might
you do to improve your weaknesses?

3.) How was this credit flex project a better fit for you to demonstrate your physical fitness than a
traditional class?

STANDARD THREE – demonstrates the knowledge and skills to achieve and maintain a
health-enhancing level of physical activity and fitness.
BENCHMARK A:  Develop a current and lifetime physical plan.
BENCHMARK B:  Implement principles and practices to develop a fitness and nutritional plan to meet
individual needs.

Use a technology device or app to track your activity for six consecutive days.
Log the amount of physical activity completed over the course of six continuous days.  Log this in
the style that you choose - detailing specific of activities, time spent, whether or not cardio,
strength, bone strengthening or flexibility were present.
Answer the analysis questions.
Based on data collected, develop an ideal plan to address physical activity and nutrition now and
into adulthood.

Completing standards 3A and 3B requires you to have an understanding of several concepts:
● FITT principle
● 5 components of fitness
● Muscle and bone strengthening and endurance activities
● Nutrition guidelines



c.) Document/journal –
1.) What are the benefits for students in completing fitness logs?  Why are individual goals

important for fitness training? What is one short term and one long term goal you have or
had for this credit flex project?

2.) Identify activities in your life that apply fitness principles (rates of perceived exertion,
pacing) to maintain or improve cardiovascular health.

3.) Identify different types of strength activities in your life and share how you have worked to
develop muscular strength and endurance.

4.) Identify activities and apply FITT principles to improve or maintain flexibility.
5.) Apply nutritional principles for exercise and create a snack plan for before, during and

after exercise to meet your own nutritional needs.
6.) Did you achieve at least 60 minutes of physical activity each day?  Review and evaluate

your six day activity log?  What factors and/or barriers contributed to you not meeting
these goals.

7.) Select one community physical activity resource (parks, trails) or facility (fitness center,
gym) that is available to you and evaluate the potential for this resource or facility to be
added to your activity plan based on accessibility, affordability, staffing and/or quality.

8.) Now that you have reflected on your current activity level, include identifying barriers and
helpful/available resources and facilities, create your own ideal physical activity plan that
you can follow throughout high school?  Throughout your adult life?

9.) Describe the technology you used for Standard 3A or 3B and how it helped/can help
maintain and implement your fitness plan.

10.) Identify healthy foods, snacks, beverages you will eat before, during and after exercising.

STANDARD FOUR – exhibits responsible, personal and social behavior that respects self and
others.
Journal / Document–

1.)   How can one communicate effectively with others to promote respect in cooperative and
competitive physical activities?
2.)   How would you define fundamental and plyometric exercises?  List two examples of what
would be considered unsafe practices for 3 fundamental and 3 plyometric exercises?  What
would be two alternatives to each example?
3.)   If a conflict arises during a workout, what could you do to resolve the situation and promote a
positive environment?
4.)   What could be done if a student in your class or a member of a team did not have the same
skill level as the others?  What alternatives or modifications could you use to help them either
learn the technique properly?
5.)   How could you encourage appropriate cooperative socially responsible behavior of
participants in a fitness training?

STANDARD FIVE – recognizes the value of physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge,
self-expression and/or social interaction.
Each student will develop a marketing campaign that links all the components of fitness exercise and
effects on brain function, health benefits and emotional health for his or her favorite selected activities.
Give at least three clear reasons why others should participate in this activity.  Reasons could include, but
are not limited to, enjoyable aspects, social benefits, challenging aspects, opportunities for
self-expression.  Could be a letter, poster, video, commercial, PSA, skit or other acceptable method to
communicate the importance, benefits and factors that lead to the enjoyment of the activity.


